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Abstract

Light-induced interactions in biomolecules are strongly varying over different model
systems. Most amino acids and proteins absorb ultraviolet light, but only a few
with specialised chromophores or fluorophores, are able to absorb light in the
visible spectrum. In the terahertz frequency spectrum, spectroscopy have revealed
protein-light interactions which are attributed to low-frequency protein vibrations.

Despite the fact that questions regarding a protein’s structure and function are
integrally connected, only a small fraction have been answered. With the develop-
ment of ultra-fast facilities, the possibility to answer these questions at picosecond
and sub-picosecond time scales are possible.

The aim of this thesis is to demonstrate results from different aspects of the
structural dynamics research field. This thesis show induced structural dynamics in
the model protein bovine trypsin, while irradiated by a terahertz electromagnetic
field at millisecond and at femtosecond timescales, during two different X-ray
crystallography experiments. At millisecond timescales, differences in averages
over the model parameters B-factors and anisotropy (’ANISO’) reveal structural
dynamics which are not attributed to thermal vibrations. A clustering of the
individual components of the anisotropic displacement parameter tensor, group
atoms which have seemingly no spatial correlation. This indicates long range
vibrations, oscillating over the entire protein scaffold. At femtosecond timescales,
averages of distances of individual atom positions and individual B-factors, show
structural differences which are distributed over the entire protein model, but
localised to specific residues, or nearest neighbours.

In addition, the structural dynamics in photosyntetic reaction center protein were
demonstrated in a femtosecond optical pump-X-ray probe experiment. Average
distance ratios of individual Cα atoms from photo-activated and ”dark” datasets
were compared. The distances reveal a structural difference upon excitation with
infrared light, attributed to an electron charge transfer from the special pair of
chlorophyll molecules, to the menaquinone, via the cofactors of the L-subunit.
The structural differences are supported by electron difference maps, time-resolved
infrared spectroscopy and molecular modelling.

Finally, this thesis demonstrate X-ray data, collected at a commissioning beamtime
at the FemtoMAX beamline, of the short-pulse facility at MAX IV. Despite technical
and practical difficulties, high resolution X-ray diffraction data were collected with
good data reduction and refinement statistics. From this data, a satisfactory protein
model was obtained.
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning p̊a svenska

Vi är konstant omgivna av ljus. De flesta proteiner kan absorbera och fluoroscera
ultraviolett ljus men bara ett f̊atal, till exempel rhodopsiner i ögonen, kan absorbera
synligt ljus.

Vid längre v̊aglängder, vid gränsen mellan infrarött ljus och mikrov̊agor, s̊a har
studier visat att proteiner kan absorbera s̊a kallad terahertz str̊alning. Denna
absorption leder till l̊anga proteinvibrationer som verkar spela en betydande roll
för proteiners funktion. Detta har visats i bland annat äggvite-proteinet Lysozym.

En vanlig metod att undersöka proteinstrukturer är med s̊a kallad röntgenkristallo-
grafi. När man bestr̊alar proteinerna med röntgenstr̊alningen s̊a bildar det spridda
ljuset ett s̊a kallat diffraktionsmönster. Med detta kan man återskapa den specifika
proteinstrukturern via datorprogram. Denna metod kräver ett protein som kan
kristalliseras, vilket alla proteiner inte gör. Eftersom proteiner överlag är flexibla,
även i kristallform, s̊a är det vanligt att defekter skapas när proteinerna kristalliseras
eller fryses ned. En vanlig orsak är smuts i proteinlösningen. Dessa defekter bidrar
till en diffus bakgrundsspridning av röntgenljuset.

En annan orsak till en begränsad spridning är vibrationer, bland annat fr̊an värme.
Med hjälp av dagens analysprogram s̊a kan den begränsade spridningen beräknas
med hjälp av en s̊a kallad B-faktor parameter. Varje atom i en proteinmodell
associeras med en specifik B-faktor. Genom att beräkna skillnader i bland annat
B-faktorer, och skillnader i atompositioner, s̊a kan strukturella skillnader förklaras
med icke-termiska proteinvibrationer. I denna avhandling görs detta.

Med hjälp av terahertz str̊alningen s̊a har proteinvibrationer demonstrerats i
proteinet bovint trypsin. Detta fenomen är sv̊arförklarat, men utan koppling till
en ökad temperatur. En möjlig förklaring är att proteinvibrationerna motsvarar en
kollektiv v̊agrörelse som berör hela strukturen samtidigt.

Utöver detta s̊a har strukturen undersökts med ultrasnabb tidsupplöst kristallografi.
Detta möjliggör en detaljerad beskrivning av proteinvibrationera. Denna typ av
snabba experiment har även använts för att undersöka strukturförändringarna i ett
reaktionscenter-protein, som bland annat finns i kloroplasterna hos växtceller.

Modellerna fr̊an de snabba förloppen är viktiga i forskning där proteinstruktur och
dynamik möts. Vet man till exempel strukturen och strukturförändringarna, s̊a
kan man bekräfta de biokemiska reaktioner som sker i proteiner.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Electromagnetic interactions with biomacro-

molecules

Proteins interact with light in various ways. A relatively strong interaction occur

in biomolecules, such as aromatic amino acids, or proteins with photosensitive

molecules (chromophores or fluorophores) in their active site [1, 2]. The photo-

activated moieties and molecules contain conjugated π bonds which form transitions

from the ground state to an anti-bonding excited state by π → π∗. In addition,

transitions from non-bonded electrons (labelled n) of the same molecules are

possible: n → π∗, however the probability is small [1, 3]. Fluorescence anisotropy,

polarised infrared (IR) spectroscopy and linear and circular dichroism have shown

that the strength of the interaction with polarized light can be modulated by

the relative orientation of the transition dipole moment, in the case of a single

chromophore, or the transition dipole moments of the donor and the acceptor

molecules, in a conjugated system [4, 5, 1].
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Considering only the ultraviolet (UV) - IR region of the spectrum, incoherent and

polychromatic light sources (for instance halogen light bulbs), or continuous wave

lasers, induce linear excitations of electronic, rotational or vibrational transitions,

from usually a singlet ground state (S0) in room temperature, to either an excited

singlet state (S1, S2 etc) with an electronic transition, to a higher vibrational or

rovibrational excited state (both rotations and vibrations are considered) with an

infrared transition, or combinations thereof [1, 6]. In the far-infrared (FIR) or

terahertz (THz) spectrum, low frequency vibrations can be detected by FIR or

THz spectroscopy [6].

In most proteins, aromatic residues exhibit an electronic absorbance in the UV

spectrum (≈ 260-300 nm), but are optically ”silent” at higher frequencies, unless

a protein naturally contain a photosensitive molecule [7, 2]. However, a recent

experiment exhibited an albeit decaying but significant absorbance at higher

wavelengths in the protein α3C. The protein contained no aromatic residues. The

tail in the spectrum is partly attributed to transitions in charged residues (Lys,

Glu, Arg, Asp, and His), and to protein folding [2].

THz electromagnetic fields excite low frequency, long range vibrations, in secondary

structures and subdomains of proteins [8], as torsions and librations of the backbone,

and consequently, torsions and libration of side chains [9]. In tryptophan residues,

THz-time domain spectroscopy (TDS) revealed a signal, attributed to bending,

deformation, and torsional motion of methyl groups [10].

Furthermore, THz spectroscopy have linked a potential functional importance to

the induced vibrations, such as enhancing the reaction rate of myoglobin [11], and

blueshifting and increasing in intensity upon NAG3 inhibitor binding in lysozyme

[9].

A key issue in THz spectroscopy is a substantial band broadening due to strong water

absorption [12, 13]. Havernith’s group and Markelz’s group independently developed

methods to mitigate the water absorption contribution from THz spectrum. Using a

THz spectroscopy set up, combined with stopped-flow mixing, Dielmann-Gessner et

al. determined the solvent dynamics of peptide hydrolysis in human membrane type-

4

1.2. STRUCTURAL AND DYNAMICAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO LATTICE
DISORDER

Figure 1.1: Displays the THz frequency spectrum. At this frequency, the THz
signal generation from electronic wave guides meets the optics, used in the far
infrared spectrum. The figure (adapted) was reprinted from [12] with permission
of Elsevier.

1 matrix metalloproteinase (MT1-MMP), complimented by structural information

from X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS) and Extended X-ray Absorption Fine

Structure (EXAFS) [14]. Niessen et al. isolated induced THz vibrations in Chicken

egg white lysozyme (CEWL) by calculating difference signals from an rotating

protein crystal, with respect to a static reference signal [15].

1.2 Structural and dynamical contributions to

lattice disorder

Despite the beautiful exterior, no crystal in the natural world is structurally an

ideal system. A protein crystal is intrinsically dynamical ([16, 17]), and many

contributions to disorder (defects) in the crystal lattice exist.

Currently, no universal theory exists which describe the nucleation and crystal

growth processes in protein crystallisation [18, 19, 20]. As a first step, a real-time

study of the crystallisation of bovine β-lactoglobulin attributed crystal growth to

an increased fraction of immobilised protein, and a larger diffusion coefficient of

5
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non-crystallised monomer [21].

The source of the defects vary. Most occur during crystal formation, and are

attributed to impurities in the crystal growth media [22, 23]. Induced defects

in lattice domains of flash-freezed crystals have been demonstrated as well [24].

In addition, static disorder include contributions from stochastic processes inside

the crystal, such as small deviations from ideal periodicity (not including the

defects themselves), orientational disorder [25] and conformational variation [26].

In addition, an inadequate modelling of atomic positions induces an ”apparent”

displacement, affecting the system [25].

In crystallographic models, the effect of disorder is parametrised by the Debye-

Waller factor (DWF), which define in reciprocal space, the probability density

function of atomic displacement. Assuming a trivariate Gaussian distribution,

the characteristic function of the DWF, define an expression for an isotropic or

anisotropic B-factor [25]. The B-factor describe the degree of attenuation of the

X-ray scattering from atoms due to the atom displacement, caused by the disorder

[27]. Separating the contribution of static disorder, and the so called dynamic

disorder, from the B-factors, an expression for the average displacements can be

described as:

⟨ui
2⟩ = 3

8π
Bi = ⟨ui⟩2d + ⟨ui⟩2ld (1.1)

where the subscripts d and ld denote dynamics and lattide disorder, respectively.

The dynamic disorder parameter includes contributions from thermal vibrations

and phonon vibrations [26]. This expression assumes an isotropic B-factor but can

easily be extended to the anisotropic case as well [25].

In practice, the attenuation induces a so called diffuse scattering contribution to

the background of X-ray diffraction images, in addition to other scattering sources,

such as Compton scattering and bulk solvent scattering [28]. However, researchers

have developed model refinement software (such as REFMAC5 [29] or Phenix

[30] of the CCP4 software suite [31]) which includes the B-factor contributions to

improve protein models during refinement. Although, the the disorder is a complex

parameter and includes B-factor contributions to other modelling parameters

6

1.2. STRUCTURAL AND DYNAMICAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO LATTICE
DISORDER

Figure 1.2: The figure displays a graphical representation of the anisotropic dis-
placement parameter tensor as two ”thermal” ellipsoids for a carbonyl carbon
(gray) and a amide nitrogen (blue). The figure was reprinted from paper I.

as well, such as scaling parameters and solvent contributions [32] to structure

factor calculations, and are not specific to atom displacement of the protein.

Nevertheless, researchers have developed experimental methods to isolate the

vibrational contribution of atoms, and thus obtained dynamical molecular models

[33, 34, 35].

In contrast to the previous examples, [36] have indicated, and [37] have demon-

strated a non-thermal contribution of phonon vibrations, induced by a weak

microwave and THz electromagnetic field, respectively. The results were partly

demonstrated by differences in modelled isotropic B-factors for individual atoms.

7
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Chapter 2

Motivations and Aims

Structural dynamics is an important bridge between the fundamental research

questions in biochemistry: what is a proteins structure and what is it’s function?

Since the dawn of structural biology, scientists have and are researching the

necessary experimental tools to investigate these questions.

The scope of this thesis is to describe different aspects in the structural dynamics

research field. The first aspect involves the research of low frequency protein

vibrations. As described in section 1.1, contemporary research have deduced the

vibrations as functionally important and could be induced by THz electromagnetic

fields. However, some questions arise: in which way are the vibrations affecting the

proteins? Can they be detected in a protein model?

• The first aim addressed the stated research questions. The structural differ-

ences of bovine trypsin were investigated, while being irradiated with a THz

electromagnetic field. The results are presented in paper I and paper IV at

millisecond (ms) and at picosecond (ps) time scale, respectively.

8

A second aspect involves the collection of time-resolved data at a large scale facility.

Recently, The femtosecond X-ray beamline at the MAX IV short-pulse facility

opened for commissioning experiments for protein crystallography users [38].

• The second aim addressed if FemtoMAX was a suitable beamline for femtosec-

ond macromolecule X-ray diffraction experiments. By utilising bovine trypsin

as a model protein, paper II describe the data collection methodology and

results from the first protein crystallography experiment at the beamline.

A final aspect involves the processing and modelling of time-resolved X-ray crys-

tallography data, collected at ultrafast beamlines. A characteristic of such data

is a high multiplicity of the X-ray diffraction images. Which can be exploited in

quantifying uncertainty and describing structural variation.

• The third aim was to investigate if structurally relevant information could

be extracted by utilising two different resampling strategies: from the boot-

strapping of individual Bragg reflections (addressed in paper III), and

from resampling individual pairs odd and even diffraction images without

replacement (addressed in paper IV).
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Chapter 3

Methodology

Each paper describe different aspects of measuring time resolved structural dy-

namics. Therefore, for a complete description of the methodologies involved, the

methods section in each paper should be read. However, with the section below, I

will summarise the crystallisation part which we performed for every experiment.

3.1 Protein crystallisation

In this thesis, the diffraction pattern from bovine trypsin crystals and photosynthetic

reaction center crystals were collected and analysed. In nature, only a few of protein

crystallise in its own set of conditions (or sets of conditions for different varieties of

crystals). Researching and developing crystallisation conditions for novel crystal

structures is an extremely demanding and time consuming process [39]. However,

some key concepts do exist.

The crystallisation process can be described as a phase transition which occur in

10

3.1. PROTEIN CRYSTALLISATION

two steps: (1) nucleation, (2) crystal growth. To initiate a nucleation process, the

protein solute must enter the nucleation zone in the supersaturated state. At a

certain protein concentration, the nucleus leaves the nucleation zone and enters a

metastable state, where only continued growth occurs up to a certain size (figure

3.1) [40].

The transition from a dissolved undersaturated protein to a supersaturated crystal

nucleus can occur in multiple ways. Commonly, a diffusion type of experiment

control the protein concentration or the crystallisation condition. Some examples

include: i) vapour diffusion, ii) dialysis and iii) Free Interface Diffusion (FID) [40].

In addition, by controlling an environmental parameter, for instance temperature,

the diffusion can be manipulated, effectively tuning the nucleation or crystal growth

rate [40, 41]. Alternatively, a batch method iv) involves crystallisation in a set of

conditions which initially are optimised. Often, the the solvent and the protein

solution are encased in oil, thus preventing any interaction with the environment

[42, 39].

Of the mentioned crystallization techniques, vapour diffusion is by far the most

popular for single crystal experiments. However, due to the easy way to scale up

crystallization with robots, the batch crystallisation method have proven useful for

serial crystallography experiments [43].
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[htbp]

Figure 3.1: Shows a simplified phase transition diagram with the popular methods
included. The figure was reprinted from Krauss et al. [40]
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Chapter 4

Results and discussions

4.1 Millisecond out-of-equilibrium dynamics, in-

duced by a weak terahertz electromagnetic

field

In paper I, we expanded upon the previous research by Lundholm et al., where

structural dynamics were demonstrated in a hen egg white lysosyme, during

irradiation of a THz electromagnetic field. In paper I, structural differences were

investigated between a THz irradiated state and a non-irradiated state, in the

crystallised model protein bovine trypsin. In this research, structural perturbations

were induced by a millisesecond, weak (1 mW) THz electromagnetic field.

With the model parameter anisotropy (labelled as ’ANISO’) an induced THz-

related difference were evident when the parameter were averaged over the atoms

in individual residues, and over atoms, grouped by different residue type labels.

The differences were calculated by separating odd and even diffraction images and
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CHAPTER 4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

treating them as individual datasets. In addition, a potential THz-related effect

were evident, by a general reduction of average B factors from odd diffraction

datasets.

In addition, it was shown that components of the tensor itself provided enough

structural information to compliment the results from the previous parameters.

This research provided the groundwork for future research at the sub-ps X-ray

source FemtoMAX (paper II and paper IV). In addition, with the use of an

hierarchical clustering method, it demonstrated the use of machine learning to

connect structural information. The results of the machine learning was described

in Gagnér et al. where the structural information of ADP’s were learned and could

be predicted with the numpy package pymc3 (not included in this thesis) [44].

4.1.1 Experimental methodology to capture protein struc-
tural dynamics

A 0.5 THz, 1 mW alternating electromagnetic field irradiated the crystals for

23.5 milliseconds (ms), during a period of a 22 ms data collection, and a 3 ms

detector read out, per frame, while operating at a 50 % duty cycle (the crystals

were irradiated by the THz radiation during the collection of the odd frames). The

dynamical THz irradiation method ensured an approximate equal start temperature,

and thermal heating and cooling profile.

The data was collected by the oscillation method over an oscillation angle of 0.01◦

per frame, over a total of 360◦. This high sampled phi-slicing methodology enabled

us to separate and reconstruct the rocking curves of the Bragg reflections, in the odd

and the even data, independently. Thus, structural differences could be compared

with similar experimental errors from the resulting odd and even datasets.

Comparing the discrepancy of reflection intensities over separated and indepen-

dently merged odd and even datasets (Rsplit), is a standard practice with Serial

Femtosecond Crystallography (SFX) analysis software [45, 46], and have proven
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4.1. MILLISECOND OUT-OF-EQUILIBRIUM DYNAMICS, INDUCED BY A
WEAK TERAHERTZ ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD

useful to assess Serial Synchrotron Crystallograhpy (SSX) with SFX data [47]. In

addition, the self-referencing data analysis strategy was a integral component in

Lundholm et al. to extract the THz-related structural differences [37].

4.1.2 Crystallographic model parameters as structural dy-
namics analysis tools

The bovine trypsin crystals diffracted up to 1.15 Å, thus enabling an analysis

scheme based on differences in model parameters, calculated from the anisotropic

displacement parameter tensor, for individual atoms. The THz induced vibrations

were investigated by the differences in anisotropic equivalent B-factors (Beq) and the

anisotropy parameter (henceforth labelled ’ANISO’) . In addition, the individual

components of the anisotropic displacement parameter tensors were hierarchy

clustered.

As opposed to describing phonon vibrations by thermal diffuse scattering [35], the

model parameters directly transforms the vibrational contribution of the lattice

disorder to structural information. Since multiple contributions affects disorder

and thereby ADPs, a stable and well diffracting is model protein is essential to

isolate the vibrational contribution of the ADP tensor.

An initial analysis of average difference Beq, or average difference ANISO, calculated

over atoms with different residue type labels, in pairs of odd - even frames, show

experimental or modelling errors which affect the average of Beqs over glycine,

glutamate, serine and leucine atoms (figure 4.1a), and the average ANISO over

atoms of most residue types (except threonines, alanines, prolines, glutamates,

histidines and methionines, figure 4.1b) . However, for most difference ANISO

averages (and the average difference Beq over glutamate atoms), the Thz-irradiated

data is separated from the reference and non-zero.
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Figure 4.1: A figure of the average difference Beq-factor a) and average difference
ANISO b) over atoms with different residue type labels. The error bars are described
with a 95 % confidence interval (CI). The figure is reprinted from paper I
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Beq factors

The analysis of the average ∆Beqs over atoms with specific residue types showed

either no difference, or a similar difference compared to reference data. However, an

analysis of the absolute level of the Beqs showed a overlapping but general reduction

of averages over most residue labels (figure 4.2a) and clear reduction of average

Beqs over residue types (figure 4.2c). These results are consistent with the data

reduction statistics, where the refined average B-factors are smaller for the THz

sets, compared to the references.

Four consecutive Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations with 10 ns temporal

resolution, and one Normal Mode Analysis (NMA) simulation over all normal

modes, reproduced the average Beqs (and ANISO) results with a limited success

(figure 4.2). Calculated Pearson correlations of the odd versus the even reference

data showed correlations of 0.99 and 0.98 of the Beqs and ANISO, respectively.

Therefore, it appears unrealistic to assume that the simulations would be able

to reproduce effects of a THz electric field. The focus of the simulations was to

reproduce the experimental results of non-perturbed systems.

The MD simulations partially reproduced the average Beq in figure 4.2a, but overes-

timated the results of disordered residues (large modelled CI), and underestimated

the results of the well-ordered structure. Figure 4.2c show a similar trends, where

Tyr, Asn, Gln, Phe and Lys atoms greatly overestimated the experimental data,

but only Ile, Cys, Ala, Pro, Trp and Met slightly underestimated the data. In a

general case, the MD simulations showed a higher probability to model equal or

higher Beqs, compared to the experimental data. Therefore, a general reduction

of the average Beqs due to THz-irradiation seems not unrealistic. However, the

MD simulations shared only a 0.61 - 0.33 Pearson correlation with the reference

crystals.

In comparison, the Beqs from NMA simulations were two orders of magniutude

lower than the experimental and MD simulated data and did not provide any

information to the question.
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In the supporting information to paper I, we address the issues of the simulations.

For example, MD simulations lack the functionality to follow the anharmonicity

of low frequency vibrational modes, which the B factors of the experimental

data partially reflects. In the case of NMA simulations, the eigenvectors from

collective vibrations are often need to be heavily extrapolated to accurately describe

conformational changes.

Without the self-referencing system, attributing a specific cause to the reduced Beqs

is difficult, but providing estimates B-factors from potential perturbing sources is

possible. Two examples include perturbations due to radiation damage and due to

temperature differences.

We begin by estimating the B-factor differences due to radiation damage. An

estimation of the radiation damage, as an weighed average over the number of

diffraction images, generated the doses 0.36 ± 0.04 MGy and 0.32 ± 0.04 MGy, for

the reference and THz-irradiated datasets, respectively. Thus, the dose difference

between the sets were calculated as 0.04 ± 0.11 MGy. For small X-ray doses,

Shimizu et al. showed that the increase in B-factors is approximately linear [48].

Therefore, corresponding B-factor increase becomes 0.12 ± 0.34 Å2 between the

sets. The difference in average B-factors, obtained from the model refinement

of each respective set, was calculated as ≈1.08 ± 0.56 Å2, thus the difference of

average Beqs between the sets are not likely caused by radiation damage alone.

The THz source share traits with microwave radiation, where water molecules are

strong absorbers and start to vibrate (section 1.1). Therefore, the THz radiation

produces a thermal response during irradiation. If a protein crystal is modelled

as ice of an approximate equivalent size as the proteins (300 µm × 300 µm × 300

µm), and we assumed the THz radiation only produced a pure thermal response

with final state in a thermal equilibrium, a simple method to estimate the increase

in B-factors due to heating is by the equipartition theorem. The equation have

been used to successfully model protein dynamics using elastic neutron scattering

[33]. With two squared position coordinates (both potential and kinetic energy are
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Figure 4.2: a) The average Beq over atoms in odd datasets with specific residue
labels b) The average ANISO parameter over atoms in odd datasets with specific
residue labels, c) The average Beq over atoms in odd datasets with specific residue
types, c) The average ANSIO over atoms in odd datasets with specific residue types.
The error bars are described with a 95 % confidence interval (CI). The figure is
reprinted from paper I
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included) the equation becomes [49]):

kBT =
1

2
k⟨x2⟩ (4.1)

where kB describes the Boltzmann constant, T denote the temperature (in Kelvin),

and k is a spring or force constant. The model assumed all average energy to

be expressed as potential energy. For a system of 3NA harmonic oscillators in

a solid (NA corresponds to the Avogadro constant), the expression for thermal

energy becomes 3NAkBT . Using COMSOL Multiphysics® [50], the radiation

was simulated to increase the temperature by 54 µK. The force constant can be

measured via various means [33, 51]. Accodring to anisotropic network analysis,

AFM and neutron scattering, the force constant for proteins is measured and

simulated as ≈ 0.1 - 1 N/m. By using the definition of B-factors in the isotropic

case equation [25], the estimated temperature change gives a rise of about 10−4 Å
2

- 10−5 Å
2
of the B-factors. Hence, the change is not likely related to temperature

differences.

In addition to providing estimates for changes in B-factor, we can also qualitatively

estimate the cause of the difference, based on experimental parameters, modelling

parameters or crystal production. Trivial causes include differences due to the

independent modelling of the datasets, by non-isomorphism between the crystals

and by the fact of the inconsistent removal of shadows between each crystal. By

judging from the similar mean R-free values and their corresponding standard

errors, and the fact that the same initial model was used for the refinement, a

difference due to modelling differences seems unlikely. Since the self-referencing

system show a large reduction in average Beqs of glutamate and serine atoms of the

reference data, this indicates that there are differences in the datasets which are

related to crystal inhomogeneities, perhaps caused by different conditions during

flash freezing or a inhomogeneous temperature profile of the cryostat, or systematic

errors in the X-ray flux or beam profile during data collection. However, these

systematic errors are unlikely, again, due to the similar data reduction statistics.

Despite this fact of potential systematic, or crystallographic differences could cause

the differences, a decrease in isotropic B-factors was demonstrated in Lundholm et
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al. [37] and in Weissenborn et al. [36], or in systems where EM radiation induces

higher order states. At sub-ps timescales, theory and experimental observations

(paper IV) predict and show a local rearrangement of isotropic B-factors on the

protein model, where certain atoms gain positive ∆Biso and certain atoms gain

negative ∆Biso. This indicates that a general trend is difficult to predict and

much depend on either local (or global) atom arrangement or individual atom

characteristics. However, the oscillation is expected to exponentially decrease until

a global minima is reached.

Anisotropy

Average ∆ANISOs over atoms with different residue types (figure 4.1b) showed

a separated overlap of confidence intervals between reference and THz-irradiated

crystals, where the largest differences are measured in Ile, Gly, Asn, Cys, Ser, Leu,

Trp, Lys and Asp residues and the averages of Gly, Trp, Lys and Asp are seperated

from 0. Of the specified residue types, the ∆ANISO decreased in the odd frames

upon THz irradiation. Hence the atoms became more anisotropic.

The location of the amino acids in the structure seem to have an importance. The

average ∆ANISO over atoms in all Gly, Trp and His residues reveal a tendency

where atoms in residues close to the N-terminus become more anisotropic (figure

4.3). None of the selected residues were modelled with alternative conformations.

The trend is highlighted with Gly-43, Gly-78, Trp-51 and the catalytic residue

His-57.

The trend of a reduction of the ANISO parameter upon THz irradiation is strength-

ened by the comparison of average ANISO over atoms of different residues and

residue types (figure 4.2b,d). Similar to the average ∆ANISOs, the average ANISOs

in figure 4.2d show a higher anisotropy (a lower ANISO) in all types of residues, but

in tryptophanes in particular. Similarly, to figure 4.3, figure 4.2b reveal a general

reduction of the average ANISO, but the amount fluctuates strongly, depending

on which residue atoms that are averaged over, with either overlapping, limited
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Figure 4.3: The average difference ANISO over atoms in selected residues. a) Gly,
b) Trp, c) His. The error bars are described with a 95 % confidence interval (CI).
The figure is reprinted from paper I
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overlapping (in Asn-34, Ala-85 and Thr-177) or separated confidence intervals (in

Trp-141, Trp-213 and Trp-237). For the average of Ser-147, an opposite relation is

evident (the average is less anisotropic compared to the reference data).

Anisotropic displacement parameters

Given the evidence of a seemingly higher anisotropy in THz-irradiated crystals,

a clustering of the ADP tensor components of the individual atoms revealed a

previously unknown structural connection between atoms which share similar ADPs.

For instance, of THz-irradiated data, the clustering grouped a Cβ, a Cα and a Cϵ2

atom of Trp 51, a O and a Cζ2 of Trp 237, and three Cϵ1 atoms of His 57, in a total

of ≈15900 atoms. In addition, the atoms were well separated in the protein model,

and shared no apparent physical or chemical interaction (figure 4.4).

In another representation, the ADP tensors can be visualised as ’thermal’ ellipsoids

[25, 52], with the Beq-factors, defining the radii of the ellipsoids, and the eigenvectors

of the ADPs as the directions of the ellipsoid’s semi-axii. Hence, the clustering

showed THz-irradiated thermal ellipsoids of which are connected by a similar

orientation, shape and size.

This information show a mosaic of atoms, which are, or become connected upon

THz-irradiation. In paper I, we propose a theory, arguing that an intrinsic property

of the atoms (for instance partial charge) is an important component in allosteric

interactions of residues, and the atoms’ response to the electromagnetic field. The

teory is partially supported by the results of Hekstra et al. [53]. They showed

that partial or formal charges can be utilised to structurally manipulate protein

with no known voltage dependence in strong electric fields. In Ahlberg Gagnér et

al., we demonstrated an example how the information, provided from the ADP

tensors, could be utilised for structural prediction in an machine learning context

[44]. Future research would include mutation studies of selected clustered residues,

to determine the implication of structural modification on the potential information

transfer.
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Figure 4.3: The average difference ANISO over atoms in selected residues. a) Gly,
b) Trp, c) His. The error bars are described with a 95 % confidence interval (CI).
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Figure 4.4: A cluster of structurally important atoms which have been radiated
with THz irradiaton (red marker). The figure is reprinted from paper I
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4.2 FemtoMAX: a state-of-the-art beamline for

detecting fast structural dynamics in proteins

Paper II addresses the data collection and processing, during a commissioning

experiment at the FemtoMAX beamline at Max IV. The data was collected with

a combination of the Laue (stationary) method, and the oscillation method, but

is evaluated by considering either one, or multiple diffraction images per rotation

step. Both methods are compared by assessing the collected diffraction patterns,

the data collection and refinement statistics, and the resulting protein models.

This research describe the potential of using the FemtoMAX beamline in a Macro-

molecule Crystallography (MX) context. Historically, this beamline have demon-

strated its use in materials science, of which time resolved processes, such as laser

heating [54], photoacoustic activated transducing [55] and radiative relaxation [56],

can be excited with either a optical laser pulse or the X-ray radiation. However,

due to a low X-ray flux at the required X-ray energies from a previous undulator

[38], the beamline haven’t been operational in the context of macromolecular crys-

tallography. In this research, a fully functional MX experiment is demonstrated for

the first time at the beamline. This research opens up possibilities for picosecond

(ps) time resolved MX experiments, of which the data could rival established MX

and Serial Femtosecond Crystallography (SFX) beamlines.

Future plans for FemtoMax include upgrading to a 100 Hz repetition rate, thus

making it comparable to SFX beamlines at SACLA and LCLS.

4.2.1 Data collection

The diffraction pattern of crystallised bovine trypsin was collected in room tem-

perature, using a 130 µm × 160 µm (horizontal and vertical full widths at half

maximum) X-ray beam, operating with a 2 Hz repetition rate and a 150 fs pulse

duration. The data was collected by rotating the cystal in steps of 0.1◦, over a total
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of 128.3◦. A multilayer monochromator selected photons at 11.15 keV (1.112 Å) at

a flux of 2 × 107 photons per second. The low photon flux was compensated by

collecting 100 diffraction images (corresponding to 100 X-ray pulses) per rotation

step. Its relatively wide bandwidth (∆E/E ≈ 0.01; typical values are in the order

of 10−4 - 10−5 for crystal monochromators [57]) ensured the possibility of collecting

the diffraction pattern from the still crystal orientations.

Due to the ultrafast data collection timescale per frame, the estimated levels of

total maximum absorbed X-ray dose, and average absorbed X-ray dose, during

the entire (18 h) data collection, was 27 kGy and 7 kGy, respectively [58]. In

comparison, the Garman limit of absorbed X-ray dose in room temperature is

reported as 100 – 400 kGy [59].

The collection (and subsequent analysis) of the diffraction data provided many

technical and practical challenges. For instance, during refill of the MAXIV storage

ring, the X-rays from linear accelerator dropped at infrequent intervals, during

the long data collection. Therefore, the collection stopped and had to be resumed,

resulting multiple frames with no diffraction patterns. The problem was mitigated

by summing the photon count in each individual pixel over the 100 the diffraction

images.

To prevent the crystal from drying out during the long data collections, the crystals

were sealed in MiTeGen plastic capillaries. The plastic material was chosen over

amorphous or quartz glass to not interfere with the THz pump pulse, described in

paper IV. A 1 µl mother liquor at the end of the capillary provided a sufficiently

constant vapor pressure over the crystal. The capillaries were sealed with vacuum

grease at the goniometer base.

An inherent limitation with hybrid photon counting detectors is the maximum

achievable count rate (107 per second and pixel for Pilatus3 and Eiger detectors

[60, 61]. At a typical MX beamline, the average X-ray flux is in the order of 1012

photons/s [58], irradiating a sample as pulses with an approximate 50-100 ps pulse

duration [62, 63, 64] and an approximately constant 10–500 MHz repetition rate

(resulting in a 2-100 ns pulse separation) [65]. Expressed as photons per pulse and
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pixel for a Pilatus3 detector with the smallest active area (PILATUS3 X 100K-A),

the X-ray flux is approximately 0.01-1 photon per pulse and pixel. Due to the fact

that the pulses hit the detector with an approximately constant time interval, the

detector can usually handle the estimated photon fluxes [66].

At FemtoMAX, approximately 104 X-ray photons per pulse and pixel hit the

detector with quasi-instantaneous fs time intervals. In this condition, single photon

counting becomes insufficient. Instead, this research utilised a Pilatus3 1.2M

detector with a Time-over-Threshold data collection mode. This method relies on

integrating the resulting current from each photon absorption event as an energy

(in eV). As long as the energy level is above a certain threshold (the gain), the

detector is integrating the pixel values. The number of photons is obtained by a

calibration of the energy values in single pixels. In addition, the generated current

(or electron cloud) can be shared by adjacent pixels. Therefore, more than one

photon per pixel per pulse can be integrated. A measurement have reported a

2.5 MeV maximum detection limit with a <10 % absolute error per pulse over

the active area [38], well above the estimated number of detected photons of 104

photons (1.2 MeV) in this experiment.

The detection event of a photon on a detector screen can be described with a

stochastic Poisson distribution [67], and the temporal aspect of the instant detection

shares characteristics to the detection events at an XFEL [66]. A well characterised

dynamic range is essential in order to properly differentiate the low and the high

photon absorption events.

The size limitation of the detectors active area constricted the collection of high

resolution photons, with a satisfactory amount of low resolution photons. A balance

was achieved by centering the detector screen behind the goniometer, but offsetting

it vertically with respect to the direct x-ray beam.
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4.2.2 Data reduction, model building and refinement

Using conventional data reduction, scaling and merging (XDS, XSCALE, XD-

SCONV, respectively) [68], model building (Coot) [69] and subsequent refinement

(Phenix) [30] software, the diffraction data was processed into a 1.5 Å resolution

structure. The refinement was performed using the standard settings for rigid body

and isotropic refinement, respectively without alternative conformations. In the

case of the 100 images per rotation step, the intensities of individual pixels were

summed over the entire stack into a single n×m frame (thus keeping the original

shape of a single frame), prior to the data reduction.

Figure 4.5 show a sample of the Bragg diffraction patterns from a single image

(4.5a) and the summed images (4.5b). In both panels, only a weak background

contribution is evident. Figure 4.5a show distinguishable diffraction peaks from

only a single X-ray pulse. Figure 4.5b show streaks in the diffraction pattern,

likely caused by a convolution of contributions. For instance, one contribution

could be the relatively wide energy bandwidth during the diffraction at the sample

[70, 71]. It is represented by the ratio of dλ/λ, where an expression for λ is given

by Bragg’s law. After a differentiation with respect to the diffraction angle θ,

the ratio becomes: δλ
λ

= cot(θ)δθ ⇒ δE
E

= cot(θ)δθ. Other contributions to the

streaked pattern includes a beam broadening of the diffracted X-ray from the

monochromator (as a consequence of the wide energy bandwidth) [72, 71], and a

sum of contributions from different mosaic domains, lattice deformations or other

defects [70, 24, 73, 71].

Despite the fact that the reflections exhibited the streaked profile and the large

energy bandwidth, XDS were able to sufficiently process the data. The wavelength

was set as a constant value, and the variation in spot profiles was compensated

with a larger calculated beam divergence and a larger standard deviation of the

reflecting range, compared to the 1x summation.

A Wilson plot over resolution (figure 4.6a), and a cumulative Wilson distribution

for centric and acentric reflections (figure 4.6b), both calculated with the software

TRUNCATE [74] of the CCP4 suite [75] show no significant deviations of the
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Figure 4.5: An image of sample diffraction, collected at FemtoMAX. a) Shows the
diffraction from one frame, b) The diffraction from the sum of 100 frames with
insets (below) of a spot profile over several frames, c) A comparison of a diffraction
image from the BioMAX beamline. 15 images from room-temperature bovine
trypsin crystal, in MiTeGen plastic capillaries were collected at every 11 ms by an
Eiger 16M detector in a shutterless mode. The X-rays were exposing the crystal
over 1.5 s, over a rotation of 1.5° oscillation angle. The figure is reprinted from
paper II 29
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100x summed diffraction from previously reported data [27] and from theoretical

predictions. The deviation from the straight line at the low resolution is most likely

related to deviations from the randomness of the probability distribution, due to

called Debye effects (for instance stereochemical restraints of atom bonds), the

uneven binning of low resolution shells, or from a lower amount of low resolution

reflections (or combinations thereof) [27].

With the softwares POINTLESS and AIMLESS [76] of the CCP4 suite [75], a plot

of Rmeas versus intensity of the summed diffraction data (figure 4.6c) show that the

weakest Bragg reflections contribute the most to the Rmeas parameter. An opposite

relationship would indicate dynamic range issues of the detector.
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Figure 4.6: A figure over the Wilson plot. a), displays the cumulative distribution

function b) display Rmeas vs I c). after the French-Wilson treatment in TRUN-

CATE. The figure is reprinted from paper II
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The resulting electron density after model building and refinement show detailed

features, for instance the aromatic rings in the summed case (figure 4.7a), and

contours of the amino acids in the non-summed case (figure 4.7b). The average

maximum-likelihood coordinate error, related to the refined average B-factors, were

0.18 Å2 and 0.31 Å2, for both models respectively.

Figure 4.7: A figure over the 2mFo-DFc electron density of the catalytic triad and
the benzamidine atom in the summed structure (a), and the non-summed structure
(b). The contour level of electron density was set as 1.5 σ. Missing observed
electron density was not added as calculated density. The figure is reprinted from
paper II

In general, the results from the data collection, the processing statistics and the

resulting model all indicate a working and well diffracting model system, with no

apparent issues with treating the streaked diffraction profiles, and ToT mode of the

detector. However, bovine trypsin is one of the best diffracting proteins and only

the best diffraction statistics was acquired from the summed images. Therefore,
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collecting multiple images is most likely a requirement for weaker diffracting protein

systems. The requirement will be less strict when the beamline is upgraded with

higher repetition rates. However, the maximum achievable data transfer rate will

ultimately limit the amount of frames which can be collected.

4.3 Picosecond out-of-equilibrium structural dy-

namics in photosyntetic reaction center, in-

duced by optical excitation

In paper III, the extremely high multiplicity were utilised in a in a optical

pump- X-ray probe SFX experiment of photosynthetic reaction center crystals

from Blastochloris viridis, to show an induced structural dynamics, with statistical

trends from bootstrapped Cα atom coordinate displacement. The atom coordinate

displacement data is supported by an in depth structural and statistical analysis of

electron difference maps, time-resolved vibrational spectroscopy and from a hybrid

quantum mechanics–molecular mechanics modelling.

Booststrapping is a computational resampling technique, introduced by Efron

[77, 78, 79], to estimate the unknown joint probability distribution (F n, a n-fold

product of F) of a random sample χn = {X1, ..., Xn}, where Xi is a set of identical

and identically distributed random variables), and the (point) estimator θ̂n and its

associated statistical parameter θ = θ(F ) of the marginal distribution F [79]. If

χ∗
n = {X∗

1 , ..., X
∗
n} describe the bootstrapped sample, obtained from the estimated

distribution F̃n, the parameter θ∗n expresses the bootstrapped point estimator and

θ = θ(F̃n) in this case. Two centralised random variables can be defined from the

expression of the estimators: θ̂n − θ and θ∗n − θ, of which their probabilities are

evaluated by the sampling distributions: Gn and Ĝn, respectively. As an example,

if the sampling distribution of the sample mean is estimated, θ̂n − θ and θ∗n − θ

can be described as: Tn =
√
n(X̂n − µ) and T ∗

n,n =
√
n(X̂∗

n − X̂n), for the two

centralised random variables, respectively. The expression for the maximum error
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of the distributions is given by: ∆n = supx |Ĝn(x)−Gn(x)| = supx |P∗(T
∗
n,n(x) ≤

x)− P (Tn) ≤ x)| → O(1), as n → ∞, and where sup denote the supremum norm

of the difference, over the variable x. From the last expression, it shows that the

bootstrapping method is a valid approximation for the sampling distribution G

[79].

In a structural biology context, using the bootstrapping technique have shown

relevance in a large variety of research, such as single particle reconstruction [80], 3D

analysis of electron diffraction maps [81] and sequence comparison [82]. With the

recent emerge of structures from ultrafast X-ray diffraction techniques, resampling-

based analysis of structural dynamics, have gained importance ([83, 84], paper

III, paper IV).

4.3.1 Data processing

The diffraction intensities from the X-ray diffraction experiments, were processed

in Cheetah and in the CrystFEL software suit. During the partialator step of

the CrystFEL data reduction, the diffraction intensities were assigned a specific

label, corresponding to the excitation state of the experiment (non-excited, or

excited with a specific time delay), and separated, using a custom shell script.

The separated data were either directly used in further data reduction, model-

building and refinement, to produce the electron difference maps, or bootstrapped,

to produce the models for the atom displacement analysis. Each of the resampled

models of the dark (non-excited) and excited structures were produced from 100

cycles of rigid body and isotropic refinement, respectively, using REFMAC5. A

starting model to the refinement was produced with molecular replacement, using

the Bragg reflections of one of the resampled datasets and the PDB entry 5NJ4 as

the search model.
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4.3.2 Resampling as a data analysis tool

In total, the intensities for each unique miller index in the asymmetric units

were bootstrapped 100 times. From the resulting lists of mean intensities and

corresponding σ(I)s (each unique miller index, with an associated mean intensity

and σ(I) was used only once), 100 resulting datasets of each photo-excited state

(including the dark state) were produced. In turn, the 100 datasets resulted in

100 protein models after the subsequent refinement in REFMAC5. General trends

of Cα Euclidian distances of individual atoms between the excited structures and

the dark structures were visualised by first producing a 100 × 100 distance matrix

for each individual Cα atom. The calculation was repeated for the pairs of dark

structures. The data in the matrices were used as a basis for calculating an average

of the ratio of the Euclidian distances in the excited states to the dark states, over

the distances of the atoms between the dark states only.

In this research, the bootstrapping methodology demonstrated a powerful method

to obtain statistically relevant information, using model parameters of individual

atoms, as a complement to electron difference maps. The bootstrapping is powerful

in the sense that it doesn’t require any information of the underlying probability

distribution of the resampled parameter [77]. In addition, resampling, or the

act of investigating statistical questions from a repeated randomisation of data,

demonstrate a large versatility in how the statistical questions is answered. For

instance, jackknife resampling could be used to estimate a point estimate by

reiterative summing over an existing sample, and excluding a sample point each

time, according to the expression: θ̃i = nθ̂n − (n − 1) 1
n

∑∞
n=1 θ̂(−i), where (-i)

denote the exclusion of observation i [85], or a resampling without replacement

methodology were utilised in paper IV to better express the statistical trends

from a large sample of dependent X-ray diffraction images.
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4.3.3 Model analysis

The photosynthetic reaction is an integral membrane protein, existing in light-

harvesting organisms such as plants, algae, cyanobacteria and photosynthetic

bacteria. Is is involved in transferring charge over the cell membrane in the complex

photosystem II in bacteria, and over the thylakoid membrane of chloroplasts in

the complexes photosystem I and photosystem II, in oxygen producing organisms

[86, 87].

Time-resolved optical spectroscopy [86], cyclic voltammetry [88, 89], and Spectro-

electrochemical measurements [89] have revealed a charge transfer kinetics from

the the special pair of bacteriochlorophylls, travelling primarily along the L-subunit

of transmembrane helices through the bacteriochlorophyll and bacteriopheophytin

molecules, to the menaquinone active site. These results are supported by structure

determination [90]. Wöhri et al. were able to relate the structural dynamics of the

dark state to a 3 ms excited state with electron difference maps near the special

pair, time-resolved optical spectroscopy, and proposed a model, with support from

MD simulations [91]. However, the results in paper III show a more detailed

analysis with SFX data measured at 1 ps, 5 ps, 20 ps, 300 ps and 8 µs, after the
excitation event.

The analysis of the average Cα displacement ratios (4.8) reveal a structural differ-

ence, originating close to the special pair and follow the protein model along the

transmembrane helices toward the menaquinone and ubiquinone.

The analysis demonstrate the importance of the resampling technique, in this case,

as a complement to other experimental measures. Diederichs et al. discuss and

show the importance of a high multiplicity in anomalous difference data, to improve

data reduction statistics and to obtain better structural models at higher resolution

after refinement [92]. Similarly, the resampling of the X-ray diffraction data show

how relevant structural information is obtained with a large number of data points.
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Figure 4.8: Structures, obtained from the different resampled datasets, with
the bootstrapped Cα distances mapped. The red colour depict the (correlation
corrected) average value of the ratio of the light over dark distances. The colour
range is defined as: < 80 % of the maximum error-weighted mean ratio, to red as
≥ 95 % of the maximum error-weighted mean ratio. The figure is reprinted from
paper III
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4.4 Picosecond out-of-equilibrium structural dy-

namics in bovine trypsin, induced by a strong

terahertz electromagnetic field

In paper IV, the structural dynamics in bovine trypsin were measured at ps

timescales at the FemtoMAX beamline, during irradiation of a strong (1.2× 102

V/µm) THz electromagnetic field. This research demonstrate the first steps to

elucidate the temporal details of the structural perturbations, induced by THz

irradiation.

In addition, the research presents the results of the first time-resolved MX experi-

ment at the FemtoMAX beamline. It exemplifies the non-destructive nature of an

extensive (18 h) low X-ray flux pump-probe experiment. With overall satisfactory

data reduction statistics, no significant radiation damage were observed on X-ray

diffraction intensities, .

Finally, the research applies and expands on the resampling strategy, developed

in Paper III. It focuses on how model parameters of individual atoms can inde-

pendently describe structural dynamics from external perturbations, with support

from molecular dynamics simulations and theoretical predictions.

4.4.1 Data collection, resampling and processing

X-ray crystallographic data were collected under a commissioning beamtime, with

the same experimental parameters as in Paper II. In this experiment, groups of

100 still X-ray diffraction images were collected at an angle of 0.1◦ per group, over

a total of approximately 130◦, with a fixed time delay between the pump and the

probe pulse (between 35-50 ps over three individual datasets).

The high redundancy per each group of images provided ideal conditions for

image processing with resampling. To preserve the correlated errors of adjacent
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frames, 50 pairs of odd and even frames per rotation step were resampled without

replacement. Half of the data was randomly removed per sampling to increase the

randomisation. To increase the signal, a final photon count per rotation step was

obtained by summing the photon count in each pixel over the sampled 25 frames.

The resampled datasets were individually processed in XDS, XSCALE, XDSCONV

and REFMAC5, using a constant starting model and no prior phase information

in the refinement.

A limitation of the resampling strategy involves the fact that differences of model

parameters, originating from the odd or the even dataset, could include averaging

over its inverse difference (for instance: an average of the difference from frame 3 -

frame 2 could include frame 2 - frame 3 as well). Therefore, a future experiment

requires a modulation in the resampling strategy.

One proposed strategy involves separating the data in two equally large sets and

independently resample the sets. If differences are specifically calculated from

example set 1 - set 2, the problem of overlapping frames are avoided.

To preserve the time correlation between each frame, a variety of the block boot-

strapping strategy, such as stationary block boostrapping could be utilised [79].

The advantages would be a faster data collection since not a complete rotation

would be required. In addition, a higher degree of randomisation of the diffraction

images could be achieved, resulting in the possibility of a larger production of

resampled datasets, with the requirements of a higher redundancy of diffraction

images per set.

Similar to paper I, the odd and even data separation didn’t provide any notice-

able differences in the subsampling of the rocking curves. Thus, non-THz related

differences in model parameters are more likely related to subtle differences in ex-

perimental parameters, for instance an uneven x-ray flux per frame, local variations

in temperature (however unlikely, given the fast time scale of the pump pulse with

respect to the probe), or slight crystal-to-crystal heterogeneity due to, for instance,

radiation damage, a slight crystal slippage or an uneven sampling of photon count

per frame. Strong differences in the said parameters would most likely generate
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elucidate the temporal details of the structural perturbations, induced by THz

irradiation.

In addition, the research presents the results of the first time-resolved MX experi-

ment at the FemtoMAX beamline. It exemplifies the non-destructive nature of an

extensive (18 h) low X-ray flux pump-probe experiment. With overall satisfactory

data reduction statistics, no significant radiation damage were observed on X-ray

diffraction intensities, .

Finally, the research applies and expands on the resampling strategy, developed

in Paper III. It focuses on how model parameters of individual atoms can inde-

pendently describe structural dynamics from external perturbations, with support

from molecular dynamics simulations and theoretical predictions.

4.4.1 Data collection, resampling and processing

X-ray crystallographic data were collected under a commissioning beamtime, with

the same experimental parameters as in Paper II. In this experiment, groups of

100 still X-ray diffraction images were collected at an angle of 0.1◦ per group, over

a total of approximately 130◦, with a fixed time delay between the pump and the

probe pulse (between 35-50 ps over three individual datasets).

The high redundancy per each group of images provided ideal conditions for

image processing with resampling. To preserve the correlated errors of adjacent
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frames, 50 pairs of odd and even frames per rotation step were resampled without

replacement. Half of the data was randomly removed per sampling to increase the
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in the refinement.

A limitation of the resampling strategy involves the fact that differences of model

parameters, originating from the odd or the even dataset, could include averaging

over its inverse difference (for instance: an average of the difference from frame 3 -

frame 2 could include frame 2 - frame 3 as well). Therefore, a future experiment

requires a modulation in the resampling strategy.

One proposed strategy involves separating the data in two equally large sets and

independently resample the sets. If differences are specifically calculated from

example set 1 - set 2, the problem of overlapping frames are avoided.

To preserve the time correlation between each frame, a variety of the block boot-

strapping strategy, such as stationary block boostrapping could be utilised [79].

The advantages would be a faster data collection since not a complete rotation

would be required. In addition, a higher degree of randomisation of the diffraction

images could be achieved, resulting in the possibility of a larger production of

resampled datasets, with the requirements of a higher redundancy of diffraction

images per set.

Similar to paper I, the odd and even data separation didn’t provide any notice-

able differences in the subsampling of the rocking curves. Thus, non-THz related

differences in model parameters are more likely related to subtle differences in ex-

perimental parameters, for instance an uneven x-ray flux per frame, local variations

in temperature (however unlikely, given the fast time scale of the pump pulse with

respect to the probe), or slight crystal-to-crystal heterogeneity due to, for instance,

radiation damage, a slight crystal slippage or an uneven sampling of photon count

per frame. Strong differences in the said parameters would most likely generate
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evident differences in the data reduction and refinement statistics. The more subtle

differences would most likely be included within the error bars (standard deviation)

of each respective average.

4.4.2 Model analysis

The resampling methodology provided an suitable platform to statistically examine

the refined model parameters, and extract strong differences of the THz-irradiated

data, compared to the reference. In this study, we focused the analysis on the

phonon contribution to individual isotropic B-factors, displacements of atomic

positions and their associated Euclidean distances. The experimental results

were supported with theoretical calculations and MD simulations of displacement

correlations (not described in this thesis).

The insufficient resampling strategy resulted in an artificial reduction of the error

bars in data which were only dependent on one parameter (∆B for instance).

Therefore, averages of ∆B from non-irradiated datasets were removed from the

analysis in the paper.

B-factor analysis

Average isotropic B-factor differences, calculated between the THz-irradiated

and non-irradiated frames and normalised over their standard deviations, were

investigated for individual atoms. A mapping of the normalised differences of Cα

atoms to a standard protein model, revealed discrete sequences of amino acids

(labelled in the figure) with either large positive or negative B-factors differences,

suggesting a local rearrangement of ordered and disordered amino acid residues

upon THz irradiation. These discrete areas were retained in two other crystals

(data not shown).

The fact that the order or disorder is mostly concentrated to the two β-barrel
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Figure 4.9: The average of difference B factors, over their corresponding standard
deviations, mapped to the bovine trypsin model. The protein is coloured as
⟨∆B⟩ ≤ −2σ (blue), ⟨∆B⟩ ≈ 0 (white) and ⟨∆B⟩ ≥ 2σ (red), σ = SD. The figure
is reprinted from paper IV
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regions suggests a concerted motion of the barrels. Low frequency THz vibrations

in beta barrels of trypsin-like structures have been observed with Fourier Transform

Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) [93], and a Gaussian network of normal modes have

demonstrated correlated movement in the barrels [94].

Displacements and their associated Euclidean distances

Ratios of average Euclidian distances of individual Cαs, between the pairs of THz-

irradiated (even) datasets and non-irradiated (odd) datasets, over a difference

between non-irradiated datasets, mapped to a bovine trypsin model, revealed large

displacement distances in the same local groups av amino acids (or Cα atoms in

directly adjacent amino acids) which exhibited large difference B-factor ratios (4.10)

(Gly 62 being an exception).

In addition, average displacements of the Cαs between the pairs of even-odd datasets

vary discontinuously (cyan vectors), but suggests an directional preference, either

in the x-y plane, or in the z-direction of the crystallographic axii.

The fact that approximately the same local groups of residues are affected in figure

4.9 and figure 4.10 highlights the importance of the residues upon the THz-pumping.

The estimated atom coordinate error ≈ 45 − 150 × δr for individual atoms [95],

but the directional preference is still prevalent.

Further analysis by Principal Component Ananlysis (PCA) of the average dis-

placement vectors for Cα, Cβ and carbonyl oxygen atoms, in two different types of

structures: flexible loops, or more ordered α-helices and β-sheets, exemplify the

directional preference (figure 4.11).

The PCA is represented by the eigenvalue decomposition of the precision matrix

S−1 (the inverse of the covariance matrices S of the displacements) in the basis of

a given position vector (u), centred around the sample means of the vectors (µ),
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Figure 4.10: The mapped resampled average distance ratios and their corresponding
average displacement from the FemtoMAX experiment. The color range is defined
as: ≥ 2 (red) to 1 ≤ (white) The figure is reprinted from paper IV.
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where (x1-µ1,y1-µ1,z1-µ1), (x2-µ2,y2-µ2,z2-µ2) etc.) as:

1

2
(u− µ)TS−1(u− µ) > 0 (4.2)

obtained from the expression of the multivariate normal distribution.

The calculations show the first principal component of Cα and Cβ is approximately

colinear with the crystallographic x-axis, and the first principal component of the

carbonyl O is approximately colinear with the z-axis, respectively.
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Figure 4.11: The graphical representation of the PCA components of the individual
average displacements in Cα, Cβ, and carbonyl O atoms (Cα - leftmost to carbonyl
O - rightmost). The eigenvectors of the precision matrices and the square root of
the eigenvalues describe the direction and radius of each ellipsoid’s semi-axii. The
first principal component vector (the longest axis of the ellipsoids) is highlighted
with the cyan colour. The dashed line depicts the polarisation direction of the THz
field. The figure is reprinted from paper IV
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and outlook

Immediately upon the discovery of the first protein structure, myoglobin, the

need for a dynamical model to describe the entry of its bound oxygen became

apparent [96]. With that mindset, structural biologists have actively developed

protein models and research tools to derive structural dynamics. With this thesis,

a contribution to that research field is made.

In paper I and paper IV, this thesis demonstrated on different time scales,

differences in individual atomic parameters, which can be attributed to a coherent

state of non-thermal phonon vibrations, upon THz irradiation. The research

regarding vibrational states is important for the understanding of vibrational-

induced or vibrational-assisted biochemical reactions. Could for instance a reaction

rate be manipulated by inducing the vibrations? Such results are predicted by

quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) modelling in purine nucleoside

phosphorylase [97]. These types of questions could be tested with for instance

bovine trypsin and a substrate in a THz pump-optical probe spectroscopy set-up.

Additionally, by investigating the clustering of atoms, based on similarities of

the the components of the anisotropic displacement parameter tensor, paper I
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demonstrated a method to extract structural information which could be connected

to the function of the protein. Similar research is demonstrated by Wenzhe et al.

with a Gaussian network model [94]. The clustering data in paper I provided the

necessary background for a machine learning algorithm, thus demonstrating the

potential use in structural prediction. This type of research is important in for

instance detecting protein amyloid fibril formation in neurodegenerative diseases,

such as Alzheimer’s disease or Parkinson’s disease [98].

With paper II, this thesis provided and discussed the results of the first time

resolved MX experiment at the FemtoMAX beamline. These results are a milestone

in the development of ultrafast X-ray sources at large-scale facilities. With the

experimental difficulties handled, the results show high resolution X-ray diffraction

data, with no apparent effects of radiation damage or data processing issues. With

the planned upgrade of a 50-fold increase in the repetition rate, a significantly higher

amount of data can be collected. However, the higher repetition rate induces a larger

demand on technical aspects of the data collection software, such as converting the

raw data into processable file formats, and assigning metadata information at a

sufficient rate. A balance could be achieved by for instance collecting over a smaller

total rotation (without too much sacrifice of the completeness), simultaneously as

collection over a higher amount of frames.

Finally, with paper III and paper IV, this thesis bridged a new way to use

classical statistics with computational methods, in the context of MX data analysis.

With the resampling strategies, statistically significant differences of pumped to

non-pumped protein models were associated with individual atoms, without the

requirement of modelling any unknown atom specific probability distributions.

Further research need include alternative resampling strategies. For instance, a

block bootstrapping strategy, described by Lahiri et al. [79], could provide a suitable

alternative to preserve the dependency of the data, while keeping the randomisation

per dataset high. To evaluate the results from the different resampling strategies, a

standard method is assess the mean squared error between the different resampling

strategies [79].
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